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About This Game

Astrela Starlight is an adventure game where the player can explore, interact with various NPCs, complete quests, mine and
refine materials, then build new spacecraft and space stations.

Command the Astrela

You have been given command of the Astrela and sent to the Lystran region of our galaxy. Four different races have already
settled here along the path of an advanced race that disappeared long ago. As a member of the Risian, only your advanced
capabilities and spacecraft will be able to solve the mystery of the lost race, and help the new races complete their quests.

Salvage the Tserilecx

The Tserilecx is an advanced Risian ship used for hauling resources and constructing space stations. Salvage the Tserilecx and
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start building an empire.

Converse with NPCs throughout the Lystran Region

Meet the Cetus race. From the water world of Ceton, the Cetus have traveled to this region and need your help exploring,
mining resources, and building a star dock. Converse with many NPCs, learn new information, and complete quests.

Mine Resources

Mine hydrogen as the basic currency throughout the game. Explore to discover planets, moons, and other celestial phenomenon
to mine more advanced metals, gases, and other useful compounds.

Trade Resources and Technologies

Trade with NPCs and stations for rare resources and ship's systems.

Manage Ship's Systems

Equip systems, manage your reactors, and transfer power between systems for extreme speed, defense, or fire power.
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Title: Astrela Starlight
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Master Plan Multimedia LLC
Publisher:
Master Plan Multimedia LLC
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or greater, 64 bit

Processor: 2.2ghz or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4600 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A short little piece to tide fans over until the next release. Thankfully for the reputation of the first game this is just a light-
hearted jaunt because I'd be annoyed that the fantastic mood and storytelling of the original was now lost. As far as this goes it is
rough around the edges with some of the voice acting all over the shop and some minor bugs, however the most disappointing
was the linear gameplay: even though I knew the solution to a bunch of puzzles I could not progress unless I'd clicked on a
certain object or talked to the right person, which forced me to consult a walkthrough to allow the game to let me move on.
Whilst playing this I thought back to the first game and I cannot remember this being so frustrating. However I'm happy to have
revisited the town again and I cannot wait for the next proper game :). Scenario won't load
No idea why. I stumbled upon this game by accident, glad I did. It runs very well on an old MacPro. The platforming elements
are well executed, Im grateful for the hints as I find some of the puzzels hard.

Many thanks to the developers. Might be cool if it worked on Windows seven on a decent gaming computer. Unpolished
Tropico clone.. needs a lot of work, does not seem like a finsihed product and it seems the cases overturned upon appeal is
decided at random.. According to my daughter this game is a Crossy Road style game but with a VR perspective and better
graphics. According to me it is Frogger but with a VR perspective and better graphics. Whatever it is, it's good fun and well
worth 0.79p.. great ship let enemy come at you
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this is a sequel to a game that has become very known among all gamers' community: like a next year in school - game's got
bigger. If a first one modestly asked for 198 mb on hard drive this one has immediately eaten 4.7 GB. But, honestly, I don't
know what has taken all these spaces - graphics stayed almost the same minimal and primitive; its a pity, but i can't help but join
lots of complaints about camera controls, game controls. However - definite must have for fans of a serie :). Amazing! it made
my brothers friend almost cryed when we paired it with some music, he built it up and let it go at the climax. Great moment..
The game is horrible at the moment just don't buy it. I regret buying it i mean i knew it would take a while to fix it as it
happened with Guild 2 BUT after 2 years the game it's still unplayable.

Most of the positive reviewers have under 2 hours play time don't know how they even dare to comment lol. You can't play the
game as it is now. Simply put nothing works it feels like a pre-alpha AFTER 2 YEARS! I had hope and i really wished they
would fix the game in 1 year or so but my fault for having expectations i guess.. Very Good !! Maybe the best story I ever seen
in an adventure game. Nice graphs and atmosphere !!!. This game is awful but kinda fun with friends. Good times. I
recommend.

Small patch and future plans:
Hello guys, the game was updated with a small patch, which added more interactive elements like activatable lasers and bridges
in battles. Other than that, I am mostly adding small improvements and bug fixes, polishing the game more.

Future plans:

Currently I am planning to add mod support for the game, you will be able to add new player classes, items, events and enemies
in the game and share it in the steam workshop. It's a huge update, so it will take a long time, and I can't say how long for now.
Also I am working on new localising the game on other languages, which obviously will take some time.

Stay tuned for the updates!. Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop Update Released:

Fixed grenade launcher's projectile collision with dropped items & equipment. Added rd_grenade_collision_fix cvar. It
allows toggle on/off of the collision(default is set to eliminate collision with weapon items)

Fixed incapacitated marine can pick up items

Fixed the superroll jump hack

Fixed crash caused by rd_spawn_medkits being not zero

Big thanks to Draven for the fixes!. Early Access Update 1.0.1 is Live!:
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This patch allows you to build a new item, a "primitive wooden table" to display your wares.
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You can also have the option to reset your world and start anew from your server program!

As well as many other additions and bug fixes. No more animal overpopulation should occur!

You can read the full patch notes here:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/342910/discussions/0/1698300679778067492/. Relaunch Public Test Build #3 - Online!:
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Hello everyone!

We are so excited that we will soon be able to show you our finished game but in the meanwhile here’s our last public test build!
But keep in mind, there are still bugs we need to fix, features we want to fully implement and polish that needs to be done.
During this last intensive period before the launch, we want to hear from you! This is the last chance we have time to react to
your feedback before release so we appreciate if you can lend us a hand.

What the build contains. Update 1.3.1:

added MP3 input

audio file extension is now recognised automaticly of all supportet types

you can now see changes to the alpha color of images live
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